Why Broadband?
High Speed Broadband Internet is a major building
block for economic growth, job creation, global
competitiveness and a better way of life. It is
changing how we do business, deliver health care,
educate children, ensure public safety, engage
government, and access and store knowledge.

Home

·Download and stream music and videos.
·Video chat
·E-mail
·Banking
·Pay Bills
·Shopping
·Home security
·Social media

Business

·Video conference
·Webinars
·Meetings
·Instant chat
·Work at home
·E-mail
·Social Marketing
·eCommerce
·Blogs

Services

·Distance learning/online educational programs
·Telemedicine
·Access government services
·Business security applications
·Emergency and natural disaster warnings
and information

1.800.796.4567 • www.3rivers.net

Fiber Optic-Based
Broadband

Powering Economic Growth

Providing more speed
and more bandwidth to
your home or office.

This community is powered by
3 Rivers Communications’
Fiber Optic-Based
High Speed Broadband!
A key focal point of communities throughout
our service area is economic development—
development that will be fueled by 3 Rivers’
fiber optic-based network.
Fiber optic cable allows large amounts of data
to pass quickly from one end to another. The
speed of data delivered via fiber optic cable
is not distance-dependent and has a much
greater bandwidth capacity than traditional
copper wires, which means you can transfer
more data (i.e., use the Internet) in your home
or office at a much faster rate.

3 Rivers Communications
provides quality High Speed
Internet services, Local and
Long Distance Telephone and
Digital Television over our
fiber optic-based network.
Call us for more information
about any of our services at
1-800-796-4567
or visit www.3rivers.net.

There are two different ways 3 Rivers uses fiber
optics to connect our customers. One method
involves installing fiber optics from our core
network and central office to a cabinet in a
served neighborhood, with traditional copper
wires running from the cabinet to your house
or office. This greatly increases the capacity
3 Rivers can provide vs. an entirely copper
wire network. In some areas, the existing
copper “loops” (running from a central
office to your property) previously built by
3 Rivers are known as “short” loops and when
connected via fiber can deliver much greater
capacity then longer loops.
“Fiber-to-the-Home” (FTTH), or “Fiber-to-thePremises” (FTTP), is the second way 3 Rivers
uses fiber optics and refers to the installation
of fiber optic cables directly to your house
or office from the main fiber network. This
provides even more capacity for delivering
fast transfers of large amounts of data and
will ultimately be the way 3 Rivers’ entire
communications network is configured.
While it’s impossible to know what future
broadband applications will be developed
and what bandwidth needs will be, we
know for sure that fiber optic cable will be
capable of handling those needs. And 3 Rivers
communities will be ready!
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